
A New Ending

It’s fun and interesting to imagine alternate endings to our favourite musicals. What if Annie 
had ended up being adopted by Lily and Rooster in Annie? What if the Von Trapp family 
wasn’t able to leave Austria in The Sound of Music? Or, what if Amber won the Miss 
Teenage Hairspray pageant crown instead of Little Inez in Hairspray?

In this assignment, you will rewrite the ending of a musical in any way you wish. You will 
create a brand-new ending and choose a different final song.

1. Select a well-known musical with a movie version available so that you can watch and 
study the show. Some possibilities are Into the Woods, Les Miserables, Mamma Mia!, 
Sweeney Todd, Grease, The Sound of Music, or any Disney musical.

2. Write a brief synopsis of the musical in your own words - no more than five sentences.

3. Rewrite the ending of the musical with script, scene descriptions and a new finale song 
and performance. The new ending can be serious, silly, satirical, scary, or whatever you 
wish.

Here are some examples of new and different endings for The Wizard of Oz:
• Dorothy decides to stay in Oz and rule over Emerald City.
• Dorothy is angry with Glinda for not telling her about the power of the ruby slippers and 

melts her with a bucket of water too.
• Dorothy never wakes up from her dream and Auntie Em and Uncle Henry your the loss 

of their niece.
• Glinda also turns out to be a wicked witch and wages another battle with Dorothy for 

the ruby slippers.

Here are some examples of new and different finale songs to correspond with those 
alternate endings:

• Run the World by Beyonce
• Bye Bye Bye by NSync
• Wind Beneath My Wings by Bette Middler
• Fighter by Christina Aguilera 

4. You will write a one-sentence synopsis of the new ending (like the examples) and then 
write a script of the new final scene. The final scene should be 2-5 pages with proper 
script formatting (recall the examples we looked at in class or view some online).

5. You will identify the new finale song along with the lyrics and the artist’s name. You will 
also provide a description of the musical performance that accompanies the new finale 
song. This description will identify which character or characters are singing the song 
and what ensemble movement takes place on stage.
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Here are some examples of possible ensemble movement for the finale:
• Dorothy sings and the female residents of Oz are her back up dancers in a hip-hop 

style performance.
• Dorothy, Tin Man, Lion and Scarecrow sing and are the lead dancers. All other 

characters are back up dancers and chorus singers in a hip-hop inspired performance. 
• Auntie Em and Uncle Henry are lead singers. Tin Man, Lion, Scarecrow and other 

secondary characters sing the chorus and dance in a ballet inspired performance.
• Glinda and Dorothy perform a choreographed fight/dance scene with Dorothy singing 

lead and her supporting characters sing the chorus as fans cheering her on.

The final assignment is due Monday June 22.
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